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THE GROUP OF STABLE SELF-EQUIVALENCES 
DONALD W. KAHN 
(Received 8 December 1970; revised 20 May 197 I) 
THE GROUP of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of a topological space with 
itself, denoted here as G(X), has been studied by various authors [3, 6, 111. It is of course 
a homotopy invariant, although not a functor from the homotopy category to the category 
of groups. The determination of the groups G(X) bears on the question of the choices for 
k-invariants in a Postnikov decomposition. Nevertheless, our knowledge of the groups G(X) 
is scanty. 
In general, we know that if X is a l-connected, finite complex, G(X) is finitely-generated 
(see remark in [3]). Unfortunately, it is shown [lo] that there are uncountably many, non- 
isomorphic groups with two generators. Thus, the mere fact that G(X) is finitely-generated 
does little to help in finding what the actual possibilities for G(X) are. 
It is well known that many problems in algebraic topology may be simplified by 
stabilization, or passing to alimit under suspensions. We propose to initiate a similar technique 
for groups of self-equivalences. Suspension defines a homomorphism G(X) + G(CX), 
with a limit G’(X) = limi G(YX). If X is a finite complex, we achieve this limit after a 
finite number of steps. 
We now outline the results of the present paper. In Section 1, we construct a homo- 
morphism 4 from G’(X) to ni U,, , where each U,, is a unimodular group consisting of 
ni x Hi-matrices over the integers Z, with determinant +_ 1. We shall take X to be a finite, 
connected complex, and we prove that this homomorphism has a finite kernel. This is a 
non-abelian analogue of monomorphism modulo finite groups. Section 2 begins with the 
theorem that Im(4) is finitely-presented. We use much material from algebraic groups at 
this point. We then construct an explicit countable family of finitely-generated groups, 
amongst which GS(X) must lie. It also follows that G’(X) is finitely-presented, although our 
results are stronger and more explicit than merely that statement. This is clearly a sharpening 
of the previous results, and it contains them in the case we are studying. Finally, in Section 3, 
we connect our results with the generating hypothesis of Freyd [5]. 
We assume throughout that all spaces are connected and have base points, which are 
respected by maps and homotopies, though we omit them from the notation. 
I would like to thank Prof. A. Bore1 for clarifying the points about finite presentation 
in Section 2. 
*This work was partially supported by contract (NSF) GP-20871. 
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$1. SECTION 1 
Let G be a finitely-generated abelian group, G = F @ T, where T is the subgroup of 
elements of finite order. Let i and p denote the obvious inclusion and projection, which 





is an endomorphism of F, which we write ur. 
The proof of the following lemma is then easy. 
LEMMA 1.1. If cx is an isomorphism, so is ~1~. 
Definition 1.1. The map p : Aut(G) + Aut (F) is defined by p(a) = c+. It is clear that p 
is a homomorphism, and it is then easy to prove. 
LEMMA 1.2. ker(p) is aJinite subgroup ofAut(G). 
We may now construct our basic homomorphism 4. Let X be a finite complex, with 
k sufficiently large that G(xkX) = G’(X). H,(X), will denote a free summand of the integral, 
singular homology of X in dimension n. We write U,(X) = Aut(H,(X),). This is the group 
of integral matrices, of determinant t_ 1, of dimensions /& x p,, where fi,, is the nth Betti 
number of X. 
Definition 1.2. C$ : GS(X) + n,,>, U,(X) is defined as follows : an element in G s(X), say 
[a], is represented by (a} E G(xkX). c1* E ,Aut(H,+k(xkX)). We put +([a]) = p(ol*). This is 
well-defined, because U,,(X) = U,+,(CkX) under the suspension isomorphism. 
Remarks. 
(1). I$ U,(X) is naturally imbedded in the unimodular group having dimension En /?“. 
(2). C$ factors through nn Aut(H,(X)), so that we may write p$ = r$, with &[rx]) = c(* . 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf X is ajinite complex, ker(4) is a@nite group. 
ProojI By Lemma 1.2, we need only show that ker($) is finite,. We shall do this by 
studying a Postnikov decomposition for Y = CkX, with k large. We denote such a system 
(see [7]) by { Y,, pn, n,}, where p,, : Y--+ Y, is an n-equivalence, and rr, : Y, + Y,_, is a prin- 
cipal fibration with fibre K(n,( Y), n). It is easy to see [3] that if Z is an r-dimensional, 
l-connected complex, G(Z) = G(Z,), if s > r and Z, is the sth-term in any decomposition 
for Z. 
I propose to show now, using induction, that the kernel of the map 
4 : G( YJ +o<~<s AWU 0, 
defined as 4, but ignoring dimensions greater than s, is finite. We always assume that s is 
small with respect to 2k. To begin, notice 
G(K(n,( Y), m)) = AutW,,,( Y )) = Aut(z,d Y)), 
where G is (m - I)-connected. Thus, our assertion is true in the case of lowest non-trivial 
dimension. 
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To perform the induction step, we consider the sommutative diagram 




Here T is the induced map [6], [7], and v is simply the projection. It suffices to show that 
ker(& n ker(r) is finite. Consider {LX} E G( YJ, which defines induced maps a,, cxl so that 
the following commutes : 
s 011 Y, 
i I 
=s 1. ; with u 
r,-1 5 Y,_r 
If {cL~) E ker(& n ker(r), then LX,, N 1. By the covering 
assume that c(~ = lr,_,. Then there exists a map 
d : Y, -j K(rr,( Y), s) 
so that 
MI = P(l x 4, 
where p is the action of the fibre. 
homotopy theorem, it suffices to 
Now, it is well-known that the Hurewicz homomorphism identifies with the homology 
homomorphism induced by the inclusion of the fibre in the space Y,. Furthermore, in the 
stable range, the kernel of the Hurewicz homomorphism is finite. This implies that CI 
induces the identity automorphism on 7c,( Y), . Similarly, q, restricted to the fibre, induces 
the identity on the free summand. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
where K = K(n,( Y,), s) and pO is the usual H-space map. 
Now, in cohomology in this dimension s, i* maps elements of infinite order mono- 
morphicaly. If x E H”(K), = R(K), then there is some integer m with mx = i*(z), for we 
are in the stable range. It is easy to see that 
p*(z) = z 0 1 + 1 0 mx, 
q*(z) = (1 x 6)*/A*(z) 
= (1 x a)*{~ 0 1 + 1 0 mx} 
= z + a*(mx) = z + o*(i*(z)). 
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Hence, 
while also 
i”z, *(z) = (at ( K)*i*(z) = (al 1 K)‘(mx) = VLY, 
i%Q’k(z) = P(z) + i”g”i”(z) 
= MX + i”a*(mx). 
Thus, i*a*(nzs) = 0. Because i* is mono on elements of infinite order, a*(mx) must be a 
torsion element. Therefore, the image of rP consists entirely of torsion elements. 
We conclude that, up to homotopy, there are only finitely-many possibilities for maps 
c, and thus, that ker(& n ker(z) is finite. We then know that 
d : (2 r,) -+ o ~<WH,( Y> 
_ 
is mono modulo finite groups, for s greater than the dimension of Y. Thus, our map 6 
has a finite kernel, which completes the proof. 
$2. SECTION 2 
We now wish to study the group Jm(4), which is a subgroup of a sufficiently large 
unimodular group. Note that the stable homotopy classes of maps z,~(X, X) form a ring, 
in which G”(X) is the group of units. The map 4 clearly extends to a ring homomorphism 
?; : T,~(X, X) + c End@&(X),). 
n 
It is obvious that Im($) is a subring of the appropriate ring of integer-valued matrices, and 
that Im(4) is a (possibly proper) subgroup of the group of units of this ring. 
We shall apply the theory of algebraic and arithmetic groups from [2] to study Im(#). 
We need some lemmas to relate Im(4) to the integer-valued matrices, of determinant f 1, 
in an algebraic group over the rationals, Q. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) IJ’ X is a torsion-free, finite complex, then Im(4) is the group of units 
in the ring Im($). 
(b) !f X is any jinite complex, then Im(4) has finite index in this group 
of units. 
Proof: To prove (a), we need only observe that if an element of Im($) is invertible, 
then it is the image of a homotopy equivalence, because X is torsion-free. For part (b), 
we denote the units in Im($) by E. Choose m so that multiplication by m kills all torsion 
elements in the homology of X. We shall show that Im(4) contains the kernel of the reduc- 
tion of E modulo m. As this kernel obviously has finite index, the assertion will follow. 
An element of this kernel has the form 
1 + m(g), 
where 1 is the identity matrix, g E Im($), and the transformation is an automorphism of 
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H,(X),. We choose a map representing this element, picking 1, as the representative for 1. 
Such a map is clearly an isomorphism on integral homology, thus a homotopy equivalence in 
our stable sense, proving that this element belongs to Tm(4). 
Dejnition 2.1. Let R denote the ring whose elements are 
n,g, +“‘+n,g, 
where 11~ 2, the integers, and gi E Im(#). The multiplication and addition are the usual 
matrix operations. Clearly, R is the smallest ring containing Im(4), and it is a subring of 
Im($). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be anyjnite complex. Let x E R be a unit in the ring xn End(H,,(X),). 
Then x is already a unit in R. 
Proof. By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 
x” + a,_1 xn-’ + ... + a, x = &- 1 
where ai ~2, and 1 is the unit matrix. Factoring x, we see that .x-l is a polynomial in x 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) IJ’ X is a torsion-free, jinite complex, then the group of units of R is 
preciseZy Im(4). 
(b) If X is a complex with torsion, Im(#) has finite index in the group of 
units of R. 
Proof. This lemma follows immediately from the preceeding lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a finite complex. Then the group of units of R, which we write ER, 
is a subgroup of finite index in the arithmetic subgroup of a linear, rational algebraic group, 
which lies in the linear group GL(N, Q), where N is the sum of the Betti numbers of X. 
Proof. The arithmetic subgroup consists of those matrices whose entries are integers, 
and whose determinant is If: 1. Clearly, ER lies in the vector space of N x N matrices over Q, 
written QN2. Consider two algebraic varieties: 
V, = the linear variety spanned by the elements of R. 
V, {x = 1 x E QN2, (det(x))2 = 1). 
V, n V, is an algebraic group, it being visibly closed under products, and as in Lemma 2.2, 
it must contain inverses. ER s (VI n V,), , where the subscript 2 means those elements of 
the parentheses, all of whose entries are integers. We must show that ER is in fact a subgroup 
of finite index. Consider the commutative diagram of inclusions: 
Clearly R is a free abelian subgroup of maximal rank in V,, so that R and (V,), must have 
the same rank. But then there is an integer m so that if u E (V,&,, m - u E R. We shall show 
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that if x E (V, n V,), , and x is in the kernel: of reduction modulo m, written r,,,, then 
x E ER . Because this kernel has finite index, our lemma will follow. 
Such an x E (Vi n VJz, which becomes the identity under reduction modulo m, must 
have the form 1 + m - y, with y E (V,), , for 1 and x will have the same image under r,. 
But both 1 and m * y belong to R, and by Lemma 2.2, their sum must belong to ER. 
We now come to our first main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If X is afinite complex, Im($) is$niteIy-presented. 
Proof. By the above lemma, ER has finite index in the arithmetic subgroup of a linear 
algebraic group. By Lemma 2.3, Im(d) has finite index in ER . It is shown [9, p. 931 that a 
subgroup of finite index in a finitely-presented group is finitely-presented. Thus, we need 
only know that the arithmetic subgroup is finitely-presented. 
It is shown [2, Section 6.121 that this group must be finitely-generated, while the sharper 
result that it is finitely-presented is [I, (Sa)]. For completeness, I will sketch a proof of this 
latter result, using ideas of [12] applied to [2]. 
We may assume that our algebraic group acts non-trivially on a quotient of itself by a 
maximal compact subgroup, when viewed over the real numbers. This quotient is l-con- 
nected. There is an open U in this quotient D, whose translates by the arithmetic subgroup 
cover D, and for each s in the algebraic group, there are only finitely-many t in the arith- 
metic subgroup with 
sun tU#cp. 
Consider the nerve of the cover {tU} of D, with t in the arithmetic subgroup. The 
l-skeleton has vertices the elements of this group and the I-simplices are thoselines connect- 
ing vertices t, and t,, whenever U meets tomltl U or t,-’ t,, U. If t,U n t, U n t3 U # 4, we 
get a relation corresponding to the two possible routes around the 2-simplex. By translation, 
we see that only finitely many relations come from these 2-simplices. But as D is simply- 
connected, the result follows easily. 
We now wish to enumerate the possible extensions of Im(+). We need 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be afinitely-presented group which actson afiniteabeliangroup A. 
Then H*(G, A) isfinite. 
Proof. We shall indicate two proofs. 
(1) There is a K(G, 1) space with finite 2-skeleton. There are then only finitely-many 
2-cochains with coefficients in A. 
(2) MacLane [8] shows that H’(G, A) is a quotient of the group of operator homo- 
morphisms from T to A, where 
l+T+S-+G-+I 
is a presentation of G by free groups, and an operator homomorphism is a homomorphism 
such that /(x-l r x) = f(r)x, for r E T and x E S. Here S acts on A in the obvious way. 
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If G is finitely-presented, there are finitely-many elements who with their conjugates generate 
T. Every operator homomorphism is then determined by the finite number of possible 
values on these elements. 
Remark. D. B. A. Epstein informs me that if G is merely finitely-generated, H,(G, 2) 
can contain, as a summand, a free group on countably many generators. Then, H’(G, A) 
can easily become uncountable, thus showing again the importance of finite-presentation 
in our next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a finite complex. Then G’(X) lies among a countable family of 
groups, consisting of extensions offinitely-presented subgroups of the unimodular group UN (N 
being the sum of the Betti numbers of X) byJnite kernels. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 1 -+ ker(b) -+ G’(X) --+ Im(4) --+ 1. By Theorem 1.1, 
ker(+) is finite, while by Theorem 2.1, Im(4) is finitely-presented. We wish to count the 
number of possible GS(X). It suffices to do this for fixed ker(4), Im($), and action, for there 
are only countably many such possibilities. 
According to [4], the number of such extensions is at most the order of H’(Im(4), H), 
where H is the center of ker(4). Proposition 2.1 shows that this number is finite. 
Remarks. (1) Once ker(@) and Im($) are specified, there are only finitely-many actions, 
and as our proof shows, only finitely-many possible extensions. (2) Of course, it now follows 
easily that G’(X) is finitely-presented itself; our results are actually somewhat more precise. 
53. SECTION 3 
In this last section, we examine some consequences of previous results in connection 
with the generating hypothesis [5]. We define 
$ : G’(X) -+fl Aut(n,“(X)) 
n 
by I&{~}) = c(#‘, the map induced on stable homotopy. Set $ = p - 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. ker(ll/) c ker(4). 
Proof. The stable Hurewicz homomorphism maps neS(X), to a free subgroup of maxi- 
mal rank in H,(X), . Any element in homology has a multiple which is in the image of the 
Hurewicz map. The result follows at once. 
COROLLARY 3.1. ker($) c ker($), and both arefinite. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ker($) = 1 for all finite, connected complexes, if and only if f# ’ = 0 
impliesf is stably null-homotopicfor aN mapsf between such complexes (this being thegenerating 
hypothesis). 
Proof: Letf: X-+Y,f#’ = 0. Take 2 = X v Y, and define a stable homotopy equiva- 
lence u = ffx Fy . Clearly, a#’ = 
( 1 
&{x}) = 1. If ker(t,&) = 1, c( would be stably homotopic to 
1, , which immediately implies that f is stably null-homotopic. The converse is clear. 
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Remark. Because of this proposition, we would expect some difficulty in studying 
ker($). However, ker($) may easily be non-trivial. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For any pair of$nite complexes, there are ut mostjnitely-many stable 
classes of maps j’: X-t Y which could be counterexamples to the generating hypothesis. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.1, ker($) is finite. Consider X v Y, as above. Any infinite number 
of inequivalentfi yield infinitely-many inequivalent stable homotopy equivalences 
( 1 i :, ’ 
lying in ker($). 
Remark. Proposition 3.2 is not deep, and it could be proven directly. We include it as 
an example of what follows from Theorem I. 1. 
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